List two things about the course content, materials or design that were effective for your learning, or make constructive suggestions for improvement.

- This course covers a lot of material, although it is great to learn for the future requirements. It is designed well, if there is a decent instructor/professor teaching it.

- Having the quizzes was penifical for helping prepare for the tests and the ectures covered fairly well what we were expected to know.

- The instructor was very clear and thorough on his material. He could explain anything and could make any problem and show us how to solve it. He was always willing to help and show and teach. He asked question to make sure he understood our questions.

- the class is useful

- I learned different ways to do a math problem, I have already taken Math 1100 so this was review but math is one of those things you learn more about every time you take it.

- Make the problems on exams and tests more reflective of the homework...

- I thought the order of our study of the chapters was very smart (0,1,2,3,6,4,5,7). It didn't make much sense to me at the time but after going through it all I thought it worked out well. I also thought posting the assignments online was helpful.

- Quizes and tests reflected what was taught

- The quiz's and tests reflected what we were learning in class. We needed to ask for examples for some of the chapters. On some of the sections he wasn't very thorough on covering.

- Math is always a very straight forward subject, but I like how Professor Preszler structured
the class with homework assignments being for out benefit for the quizzes. It made the course material easier to get through.

- This was a good course I just feel that more homework needed to be assinged and turned in instead of quizzez and tests
- The coarse was confusing and not well outlines... the material was not well taught
- the review over problems helped, however i beleive there should be more review for whats on the exams.
- How the material was taught was very helpful.

PRESZLER,JASON ISAAC: List two things about this instructor that were effective for your learning, or make constructive suggestions for improvement.

- The instructor did not ask questions to the class, not necessarily bad, but additional review questions would have been helpful.
- Jason has always been very helpful. He is great at explaining anything and everything. Jason is very knowledgeable, and I am very thankful to have him as a teacher. He covers just about everything I can imagine (as I am retaking this class). He has provided accomodations for me through CDS and has been very supportive. Jason responds to my email quickly with help in order to gain my confidence. Jason is a very effective instructor. Best wishes on your graduate degree, Jason and thanks for all of you help! I really appreciate it.
- making time for the studentsa and the quizes.
- He was a great teacher. He was willing to teach and help in any way he could. I appreciate his help and thoroughness
- the teacher is good
- Instructor Preszler was very good at explaining things, and not getting frustrated if someone didn't get what he was doing. He wrote big enough even the people in the back could see the board, and take notes. Quizzes were when he said they were and the class was organized just like he planned it.
- NA
- Great teacher. Was good about making sure we understood concepts and made quizzes and tests actually doable which is much appreciated when that is really what they are suppose to be about.
- The instructor needed to be more focused on the course itself. He would say things and teach us things that he later stated were not necessary which made the course a little hard to follow
- He was willing to meet with me one on one and provide specific help. He would go to great lengths to explain difficult problems or methods in class, answering questions and giving other examples. He was extremely patient with all students. I respect him very much and thank him for being a great teacher.
- the quizes helped get prepared for tests
- When you asked him to expound on a subject or to do another example he would. Some times he would show us things we did not need to know. Overall this was a good
environment to learn in.

- I liked the way he structured the class and made time for the students to ask questions from the homework.
- He was very nice and knew all the material well
- He was very knowledgable but didn't present the information in a way that was easy to understand.
- the way he reviewed problems, and gave us problems to do.
- His teaching methods were very helpful.